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On December 3, 2019, Xanii uploaded the first version of Sonic Wave
Rebirth to the Geometry Dash servers, but the actual level he uploaded was
to the official APTeam servers, not the Geometry Dash servers. The
following day, APTeam stated that they intended to upload Sonic Wave
Infinity to the Geometry Dash servers, even though the level was not
officially rated at the time. However, Zimnior12 stated that in order for the
level to be uploaded, he would need an administrator account and ask
permission to be able to upload the level. He also stated that many users
believed that Xanii would be uploading it, so he would not want to upload it
himself. [13] Nevertheless, Xanii did upload the level to the Geometry Dash
servers, just one day before RobTop would debut the level on his Twitter
account. [14] Xanii continued uploading the level on February 27, 2020. [15]
Soon after, he posted a statement on his Twitter account, stating that he
would no longer be uploading the level because he didn't want to see it on
the level list that often and he was afraid of losing his account. He would
later upload the level again on May 5, 2020. [16] On November 16, 2019,
Xanii uploaded the first version of the level to the Geometry Dash servers.
[11] The following day, Zimnior12 uploaded the level to the official APTeam
servers, despite it not being rated. Later, he would also state on his Twitter
account that the level was intended to be uploaded to the Geometry Dash
servers. But, Viprin stated that the upload was kept in the APTeam servers
because of a hack. The hack deleted the level from the official servers and
made the level appear on the Geometry Dash servers. [12] However,
Zimnior12 quickly deleted the level, stating he made the mistake in keeping
the level on the APTeam servers and would no longer keep it there. But, two
days later, another server was discovered that had deleted the level on the
Geometry Dash servers. Zimnior12 quickly found a new verifier, and after
several days, he uploaded the level again on December 2, 2019. [13]
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alter sonic wave (asw & formerly sonic wave infinity) is a 2.0/2.1 extreme
demon collaboration created by funnygame, published by deam, and

verified by moosh. it is a remake of sonic wave, which was originally created
by xanii, who then tried to upload the level to the geometry dash servers,

but was not allowed to do so. but, viprin later took the responsibility of
uploading the level, and has been playing it ever since. he currently has
77% on the level. however, unlike with sonic wave rebirth, viprin had not

only buffed the level up, he also changed sonic wave's gameplay up as well,
making the level much easier than it was before. viprin has also stated that
he will do his best to make sure that the level is re-verified before the end of

the month. aurorus did a video attempting to beat the level with sunix at
the time. he was up against sunix during the two hours of gameplay, but he
had no luck. sunix had the upper hand throughout the entire level, and he
was able to reach the finish line before aurorus. aurorus' attempt was his

first legitimate attempt to beat sonic wave, and he did not find the problem
he had when he was done with the level. aurorus decided to make a video
of his attempt, and he uploaded it to his youtube channel. he then went to
sunix and told him that he thought sunix had hacked the level, but he was
not sure. sunix told aurorus that he had not hacked the level but that he
could have if he wanted to. sunix then uploaded a video of his attempt to

beat the level, and he was also not sure whether or not he had hacked
it.sunix also showed aurorus the level's source code, and he said that he

was 100% sure that the level was hacked. later, aurorus apologized to sunix
for accusing him of hacking the level and said that he just wanted to see
how far he could get during one of his streams after removing the start

position. aurorus admitted that he was mistaken on his assumptions and
that he did not know whether sunix had hacked the level or not. the two

proceeded to make up and made an agreement that aurorus would not say
that sunix had hacked the level and that aurorus would not have to
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apologize to sunix. 5ec8ef588b
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